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The Unraveling of Scientism, a companion to Joseph Margolis's Reinventing Pragmatism, follows the thread of
American analytic philosophy through the second half of the twentieth century, the period of its greatest influence and
activity.

Posted by Jeff Carreira on November 18, in Uncategorized 18 Comments I spent my last post explaining how
the philosophy of Pragmatism was shaped by hard science and now I am going to explain how one of the
ironies of Pragmatism is that although it was heavily influenced by science, it was also battling against the
encroaching materialistic worldview of science. This is a debate that continues to this day to define many of
the contours of American Philosophy. In this post I want to begin to outline some of my early â€” and most
likely poorly formed â€” thoughts on this topic and expose myself to the sharp minds of you my readers, for
the betterment of my understanding and our investigation. One crucial distinction that must be understood to
be able to perceive what this ongoing debate is about is the distinction between science and scientism. Science
is a method of inquiry and the knowledge acquired by that method. The scientific method â€” inquiry by
hypothesis, experimentation, observation and conclusion â€” was the explosive discovery that ignited the age
of Enlightenment in Europe and skyrocketed humanity out of the Dark Ages. The first Pragmatists were
scientifically inclined and even scientifically trained, yet they still opposed this type of scientism. Even
Chauncey Wright , a most ardent empiricist, materialist and even nihilist , was disinclined toward scientism.
Both Chauncey Wright and Charles Sanders Peirce were professionally occupied with scientific measurements
and both were very familiar with the limits thereof. For this reason neither of them felt that any of our
so-called natural laws could be taken as fact. The measurements that human beings are able to make are
always approximate and therefore no law could ever be proven beyond being a useful approximation. For this
reason we cannot assume that we are correct about our scientific theories or conclusions, but can only state
that those theories and conclusions are the best fit to the evidence that our current ability to measure yields.
Wright would therefore never want to generalize in the way that scientism does and to assume that the ideas
and methods of science have some special advantage beyond what is verifiable through direct observation and
measurement. In a later post I will expand on how this position led Charles Sanders Peirce to develop a
powerful evolutionary metaphysics, but for now I want to explain more deeply what I see as scientism by
illustrating with any example. It states that given two explanations for the same phenomenon it is best to
assume the one that requires the least number of assumptions is correct. Certainly this is a good guide for
reason and inquiry, but it is not a proof. It explains a great deal of evolution, but to say that it proves that all of
evolution takes place without any guidance other than chance variation and survival of the fittest is extending
and generalizing the theory beyond what it could possibly be validated through observation and therefore
Natural Selection can only be a theory that could never be completely proven. Some would say that it is the
best theory we have to explain evolution, but others would claim differently. Neither could prove their point.
My point here however is not about this particular argument; it is to illuminate the idea of scientism as I am
coming to understand it.
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They should not be construed, however, as exhaustive. Scientism can refer to a few different ideas and I
denounce them all. Because this post is pretty lengthy here is a list of the headings in order of appearance:
Scientific Reality the Only Reality Another aspect of scientism is a more pernicious and fortunately less
common manifestation. This is the identification of reality with that which is known through Science. You
might recognize this as concept under the name of positivism. That warrants an explanation. The general rule
that science should employ a methodological naturalism is one that I accept. However, if it is an iron clad rule,
then it is not methodological naturalism at all but rather philosophical naturalism. In other words, if one is not
prepared to allow exceptions if the situation warrants it, it is not methodological naturalism at all, but rather
cloaked atheism. Au contraire, they protest: Science is our best tool for learning about reality. We come full
circleâ€”reality becomes identified completely and utterly with what Science can tell us. Though a full
blooded Scientism of this sort is rare, the above scenario plays our routinely in Intelligent Design as well as
other areas of dispute. The above more or less covers most variants of scientism but the following ideas are so
closely related and so intertwined that they properly should be considered aspects of scientism, too. Science as
Club for Ending Debate I refer firstly to the virtually uncontested and unqualified deference in our society in
nearly all quarters to the findings of Big Science. The complexities of reality are such that there are really few
things that Science has definitively shown. In pretty much all of the really interesting areas of life,
opinionsâ€”even among scientistsâ€”vary widely. Last week you are told drinking coffee is bad for you.
Today you wake up and a study shows that is good for you. Further study of any kind, scientific inquiry
included, means uncovering nuance and exception galore, not to mention bias and conflicts of interests. Or
they might lead you on with some gesture of good will inviting you to look at the source material but when
you do so and begin offering your own interpretations of what has allegedly been discovered, you learn that
only their interpretation is valid. Beyond that, much of what we think we know we have not checked for
ourselves. But a certain amount of humility seems warranted, and in those suffering from the ailment of
scientism, it is nearly always lacking. Those afflicted with scientism tend to think they are humble, but, even if
not in demeanor, exhibit a great deal of arrogance. Scientific Inquiry Always Righteous This form of scientism
is one of the most worrisome. Sometimes we forget that scientists are humans, too. The implicit belief that
Science, left alone, will have only beatific results, is dangerous. This is true even when pursuing Scientific
Inquiry. It is well known that the Nazis generated excellent scientific insight on the human being. This is
because the Nazis had no problem experimenting on living humans. The United States is not innocent, either.
The most famous example of a vile scientific endeavor would be the Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in
the Negro Male. Tragically, black men with syphilis were left intentionally untreated just to see what would
happen. What we should do with information acquired this way remains an ethical dilemma. Clearly, though,
we cannot say that Science is the highest moral virtue. It is not a virtue at all. It is, to put it most charitably, a
process or method by which we acquire truthâ€”but so is torture. But both are methods and processes by
which we acquire truth. We are intuitively squeamish about the morality of using torture, as we ought to be.
The point here is not to show that the two methods are ethically equivalent, but to highlight the fact that
common sense tells us that how we get information is important. Indeed, it is precisely because of the prestige
of science, and its ability to acquire knowledge, refine processes, etc, that makes it all the more dangerous if
we fail to recognize that the scientists themselves are humans, with all the failings that humans have. Indeed,
the effectiveness of torture as a method has improved greatly because of the work of scientists! Moreover,
scientists are positioned to create technologies and applications with widespread, and often deadly,
implications. Examples are numerous but it is worth mentioning an obvious one: The Jurassic Park lesson
applies here. Both sides of this equation is important. The day when only Scientists are allowed to decide all
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aspects of the question is the day the Brave New World has arrived. Scientism as Fundamentalist Faith:
Science is steadily making these areas smaller and smaller and will continue to do so until there are no areas
left. All that is needed is time, research dollars, and a few lucky discoveries. Atheism is warranted because
eventually Science will get to the bottom of these things, too. Science continues to progress and so their faith
is reasonable: Science will continue to progress and ultimately uncover all there is to know and will be able to
explain everything in naturalistic terms. Of course, if your method requires you to only entertain naturalistic
explanations it obviously follows that you will only generate naturalistic explanations. Whether or not they are
the true explanations is a different story see positivism above. So you see that the atheist lives by faith. Now
we see that it is possible for faith to be reasonable not necessarily blind! The underlying question is whether or
not a methodologically naturalistic Science really could cover all of the gaps. I would say definitely not. An
easy example would be events in history. You cannot re-create the French Revolution and change aspects of it
to see how things might have turned out differently, and thus test your interpretations. I argue that this will
never happen because it cannot happen. It is not a matter of what is possible given enough time, but simply
what is possible. In short, where many see a fundamental limitation on where Science can reach, if only
because we are using our Mind in the evaluation think: But that is a different topic. And by introspection I
know that I am more than brain. Only the one guided by scientism would argue otherwise. Conclusion Note
how often in the above it seems as though Science and Naturalism come across as equivalent. As I have
already said, this is because in practice, what is often presented as methodological naturalism is actually
philosophical naturalism. I for one do not believe that Science needs to be equated with Naturalism, either in
principle or in practice. It is not arbitrary and capricious. The inference was justified by whatever was
uncovered, determined, or observed. In scientism, one is never free to even consider this inference, even if the
evidence warrants it. In light of what I have said above it may come as a surprise that I have a very high view
of Science. I believe that you need the right tool for the job and in many cases that tool is empirical scrutiny.
But other jobs require other tools and no hemming and hawwing will change that. For some jobs a hammer,
for others a screwdriver and others, pliers. You may have found that sometimes one gets luckyâ€”a
screwdriver is best for screws but at last resort a hammer did the trick. But try changing your lightbulb with a
hammer and tell me how that goes.
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The Unraveling of Scientism, a companion to Joseph Margolis's Reinventing Pragmatism, follows the thread of
American analytic philosophy through the second half of the twentieth century, the period of its greatest influence and
activity. Margolis finds that the distinctive features of analytic.

This book is a study of the transformation of Chinese political consciousness during the post-Mao era. Jeroen
de Ridder Language: Oxford University Press Format Available: Can only science deliver genuine knowledge
about the world and ourselves? Is science our only guide to what exists? Scientism answers both questions
with yes. Scientism is increasingly influential in popular scientific literature and intellectual life in general, but
philosophers have hitherto largely ignored it. This collection is one of the first to develop and assess scientism
as a serious philosophical position. It features twelve new essays by both proponents and critics of scientism.
Before scientism can be evaluated, it needs to be clear what it is. Hence, the collection opens with essays that
provide an overview of the many different versions of scientism and their mutual interrelations. Next, several
card-carrying proponents of scientism make their case, either by developing and arguing directly for their
preferred version of scientism or by responding to objections. Then, the floor is given to critics of scientism. It
is examined whether scientism is epistemically vicious, whether scientism presents a plausible general
epistemological outlook and whether science has limits. The final four essays zoom out and connect scientism
to ongoing debates elsewhere in philosophy. What does scientism mean for religious epistemology? What can
science tell us about morality and is a scientistic moral epistemology plausible? How is scientism related to
physicalism? And is experimental philosophy really a form of scientism tailored to philosophy? Find Your
eBooks Hereâ€¦.
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The first step in approaching this book is to determine what Margolis means by "scientism." In the preface and
introductory chapter we learn that this is the second part of a twoâ€•volume study of American philosophy in the last half
of the twentieth century; the earlier volume is Reinventing Pragmatism (Cornell University Press ).

Biography[ edit ] Joseph Margolis was the son of Jewish immigrants from central Europe. His father, a dentist,
read widely in literature and was proficient in four languages. Margolis served in World War II as a
paratrooper and was wounded during the Battle of the Bulge , where he lost his only brother, a twin. He
studied at Columbia University , earning the M. D in philosophy. His contemporaries at Columbia have
included the art theorist Arthur C. Danto and the philosopher Marx Wartofsky. Since , he has held the Laura
H. Carnell Chair of Philosophy at Temple University. He sees the history of philosophy concerning these three
questions of reality , knowledge and ethics as a gradual movement away from the idea that any of these three
realms is changeless and towards an increasing acceptance of real change infecting all three spheres. Margolis
defends the Protagorean dictum that "man is the measure of all things", arguing that all changeless first
principles must give way to consensual, though not criterial, truth claims. Since "man", the measure, is himself
a creature of history , no modal claims of invariance can possibly be sustained. Margolis further avers that
there need be no fixities either de re or de dicto or de cogitatione. The world is a flux and our thought about it
is also in flux. Margolis sees the whole history of Western philosophy as a struggle between the advocates of
change and those who either, like Parmenides , deny that change is intelligible, or those, like Heraclitus , who
find some logos or law which allegedly governs whatever changes are admitted. He has argued that cognitive
privilege of the changeless lingers even in relatively pragmatic philosophy such as the work of W.
Nonetheless, Margolis proposes possible modes of legitimation even under the ubiquity of flux. Margolis
began close to the so-called analytical school of English-speaking philosophy but his mature work draws
freely on both analytic and Continental philosophy. In large part this disciplinary eclecticism reflects his
ambition to overcome the apparent opposition between the naturalist tradition of analytic philosophy and the
humanistic tradition of Continental philosophy. To achieve this, Margolis treats the "natural" as ontologically
prior to the cultural , while emphasizing that we only know nature via cultural means, hence, that the cultural
is epistemologically prior to the natural. His philosophical pursuits, expressed programmatically, are: Themes[
edit ] Margolis has published more than thirty books, on a variety of topics in philosophy. In Historied
Thought, Constructed World California, , he argues that philosophy uncritically adopts the
Platonic-Aristotelian view that "necessarily, reality is invariantly structured and, when known, discernibly
known to be such". Beginning with his counterproposal - " 2. In other words, there is no conceptual necessity
to accept a strictly bivalent logic; our logics depend, in a deep sense, on what we pre-thinkingly take the real
world to be like. Hence, there is no reason to disallow relativism at all, for the world may well be the kind of
place where incongruent judgments - judgments which on a bivalent reading would be "true" or "false", but
are now no longer so, adhering to a many valued logic, one consisting of more than two exclusive truth-values
- are all that creatures such as ourselves may ever hope to legitimate. Margolis goes on to examine reference
and predication as our ability to probe and communicate the results of our probings. Constative discourse â€”
the making of statements of fact â€” for instance need only rely on identification, and reidentification, of items
for it to prove effective in use. Therefore, historical memory and consensus, together with a narratizing ability,
are all that are necessary to ensure the stability of what we make reference to, there need be nothing essential
at all in things themselves, for our constative discourse to be able to flourish and even thrive. There need be,
according to Margolis, no conceptual privilege involved in making statements, nor in the justifications
proferred for the statements made. Still, Margolis emphasizes that justifications cannot be dispensed with, as
any statement implies a whole set of beliefs about the way the world is and about how we know that. We must
legitimize our statements as best we can, else we should never know why we should choose some over others,
nor should we know how to proceed to make other statements building upon, but going beyond, our original
exemplars. Making meaningful reference within constative discourse is a thoroughly historical skill. What we
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predicate - about what is thus referred to - is likewise historical. Margolis argues that the struggle to entrench
changelessness either in human thought or human nature or physical nature has, in large part, been a futile
struggle against acknowledging the lack of any fixed-kind nature of the human being. It is futile, Margolis
claims, in that we have no natures but are histories. Nevertheless, Margolis admits that there are enough
man-made would-be stabilities and fixities to go round. There is the habituating weight of the customary, the
slow change in human languages, the inertia of institutions. Margolis claims that five philosophical themes
have gathered momentum from the time of Kant on. Reality is cognitively intransparent. That is, everything
we say about the world must pass through our conceptual schemes and the limits of our language, hence there
is no way of knowing whether what we say "corresponds" to what there is; what the world is like independent
of our investigating it; The structure of reality and the structure of thought are symbiotized. That is, there is no
way of knowing how much of the apparent intelligibility of the world is a contribution of the mind and how
much the world itself contributes to that seeming intelligibility; Thinking has a history. That is, all we take to
be universal, rational, logical, necessary, right behaviour, laws of nature, and so on, are changing artifacts of
the historical existence of different societies and societal groups. All are open to change and all are the sites of
hegemonic struggle; The structure of thinking is preformed. That is, our thinking is formed by the enculturing
process by which human babies become adults. The infant begins in a holistic space which is immediately
parsed according to the norms and conduct and language she is brought up in. By taking part in the process,
we alter it, alter ourselves, and alter the conditions for the next generation; Human culture, including human
beings, are socially constructed or socially constituted. That is, they have no natures, but are referentially or
have predicatively histories, narratized careers. He embraces all five themes separately and conjointly, defends
them all, and concludes that our future investigations of ourselves and of our world risk ignoring them at our
own peril. His own investigations into "ourselves" have proceeded with a focus on a consideration of the arts
as an expression of human being. In What, After All, Is a Work of Art and Selves and Other Texts , he
elaborated upon his earlier work on the ontological similarity between human persons and artworks. The latter
â€” defined as "physically embodied, culturally emergent entities" â€” he treats as examples of "human
utterance". Margolis argues that the cultural world is a semantically and semiotically dense domain, filled with
self-interpreting texts, acts and artifacts. From Hegel and Marx, he takes on their historicism without their
teleologisms, or theories of some historical goal. From Peirce, he takes the idea of Secondness, the brute
thingness of things which guides our sense of reality. With Dewey, he shares the conviction that philosophy
should never exceed "natural" bounds. With Wittgenstein, he holds that "what has to be accepted, the given, is
â€” so one could say - forms of life" PI; Margolis has extensively criticized what he sees as scientism in
philosophy, singling out thinkers such as Noam Chomsky , Paul Churchland , Jerry Fodor , and Daniel
Dennett as modern-day defenders of invariance.
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"The Unraveling of Scienticism centers on the primary commitment of analytic philosophy through the twentieth century
to what Margolis calls "scientism"--The conviction that an unyielding reductionism, applied universally but in an
exemplary way in the sciences, can provide a convincing account of the most important philosophical puzzles of the
human world, those centered on the nature of the.

Depuis , il est titulaire de la chaire the Laura H. Peirce et John Dewey. Toward a Philosophical Anthropology,
Stanford: Stanford University Press, The Unraveling of Scientism: Cornell University Press, The Quarrel
between Invariance and Flux: Pennsylvania State University Press, Lectures in the Philosophy of Art,
University Park: A Japanese translation is pending. University of Kansas, Reconciling Theory and Practice,
Oxford: Historied Thought, Constructed World: University of California Press, Interpretation Radical But Not
Unruly: The Truth about Relativism, Oxford: Reconciling Science and Narrative, Oxford: Reconciling the
Natural and the Human Sciences, Oxford: Reconciling Relativism and Realism, Oxford: Culture and Cultural
Entities, Dordrecht: Philosophy of Psychology, Foundations of Philosophy Series. Art and Philosophy,
Atlantic Highlands, N. The Limits of Life, Columbus, Ohio: Oxford University Press, Values and Conduct,
Oxford: A Study of Two Concepts. The Language of Art and Art Criticism: Analytic Questions in Aesthetics,
Detroit: Wayne State University Press, The Art of Freedom:
6: scientism | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
The Unraveling of Scientism: American Philosophy at the End of the 20th Century by Joseph Margolis () on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

7: Project MUSE - Peirce in the 21st Century
The Unraveling of Scientism centers on the primary commitment of analytic philosophy through the twentieth century to
what Margolis calls "scientism"â€”the conviction that an unyielding reductionism, applied universally but in an exemplary
way in the sciences, can provide a convincing account of the most important philosophical puzzles of the.

8: the unraveling | Download eBook PDF/EPUB
Scientism as described by Joseph Margolis in his book The Unraveling of Scientism is "the assured validity of a
metaphysics deemed overwhelmingly favored by the self-appointed champions of science." In other words, as I
understand it, scientism is the belief that the methods of science and the worldview of science are obviously correct.

9: Reinventing Pragmatism, American Philosophy at the End of the Twentieth Century (Joseph Margolis)
Scientism as Fundamentalist Faith: "Atheism of the Gaps." Last but not least one often hears the supreme conviction
that given enough time and research Science will unravel all that there is to be known (see Positivism, above).
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